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Light sterile neutrinos of mass about an eV with mixing U˜ls of a few percent to active neutrinos may
solve some anomalies shown in experimental data related to neutrino oscillation. How to have light
sterile neutrinos is one of the theoretical problems which have attracted a lot of attentions. In this article
we show that such an eV scale light sterile neutrino candidate can be obtained in a seesaw model in
which the right-handed neutrinos satisfy a softly-broken Friedberg–Lee (FL) symmetry. In this model a
right-handed neutrino is guaranteed by the FL symmetry to be light comparing with other two heavy
right-handed neutrinos. It can be of eV scale when the FL symmetry is softly broken and can play the
role of eV scale sterile neutrino needed for explaining the anomalies of experimental data. This model
predicts that one of the active neutrino is massless. We ﬁnd that this model prefers inverted hierarchy
mass pattern of active neutrinos than normal hierarchy. An interesting consequence of this model is that
realizing relatively large |U˜es| and relatively small |U˜μs| in this model naturally leads to a relatively small
|U˜τ s|. This interesting prediction can be tested in future atmospheric or solar neutrino experiments.
© 2013 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V. Open access under CC BY license.1. Introduction
Experiments have conﬁrmed the existence of three active neu-
trinos, νe , νμ and ντ participating the usual weak interactions
and mixing with each other, beyond reasonable doubt. Many of
the experimental data on neutrino oscillation can be explained by
mixing among these neutrinos and the mixing angles have been
determined [1]. Various data, such as the invisible decay width
of the Z boson, have excluded the existence of a fourth light ac-
tive neutrino. However, additional light sterile neutrinos which do
not participate the usual weak interactions, but may mix with the
active ones, have not been excluded. In fact there are several ex-
perimental indications showing that sterile neutrinos may help to
solve some problems show in experimental data. These problems
include anomalies show in data from the LSND appearance exper-
iment [2], the MiniBooNE neutrino and anti-neutrino appearance
experiments [3], the reactor neutrino ﬂux anomaly data [4], and
the data from the deﬁcit of neutrino spectrum in Gallium radioac-
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Open access under CC BY licensetive source experiment [5]. If the sterile neutrinos have masses of
order an eV, some or all these problems can be resolved [6–9]. In
view of its possible solution to these problems, an eV scale ster-
ile neutrino, although not favored by some other experiments [10,
11] and the tension between appearance and disappearance ex-
periments [8], has raised great interests of particle physicists [12]
with several experiments proposed to test the existence of sterile
neutrinos [13,14]. How to have light sterile neutrinos is one of the-
oretical problems which have attracted a lot of attentions. In this
article we discuss such an eV scale light sterile neutrino candidate
in seesaw model [15] in which the right-handed neutrinos satisfy
the Friedberg–Lee (FL) symmetry. We show that in this model, one
can naturally have a light neutrino. With soft-breaking of the FL
symmetry, we ﬁnd parameter spaces which can explain preferred
sterile neutrino mass and mixing.
2. Friedberg–Lee symmetry and neutrino mass pattern
We will work with type I seesaw model with 3 active neutri-
nos which belong to electroweak doublet LLi = (νLi, eLi)T and 3
right-handed neutrinos νRi which transform as singlets under the
SM gauge group. The Lagrangian responsible to neutrino masses is
L= −1 ν¯RMνcR − L¯LY HνR + h.c., (1)2
.
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jugate of νR . M and Y are 3× 3 matrices. M is the Majorana mass
matrix of νR and is symmetric.
After the electroweak symmetry breaking, that is, the Higgs
develops a non-zero vacuum expectation value 〈H〉 = (v,0)T , the
neutrino mass matrix in the basis (νL, νcR)
T is given by(
0 Y ∗v
Y †v M
)
. (2)
The usual seesaw model assumes that M is rank 3 and the
eigenvalues are much larger than the electroweak scale to obtain
light neutrino masses of order 0.1 eV or smaller. Without addi-
tional assumptions, there is no light right-handed sterile neutrinos.
A possible scenario of having a light sterile neutrino is to impose
a symmetry to the model which leads to a massless right-handed
neutrino (or neutrinos) to be identiﬁed as the light sterile neutrino
and to induce a ﬁnite small mass by softly breaking this symmetry.
In Ref. [16] it was shown that an exact global Friedberg–Lee (FL)
symmetry in the right-handed neutrino sector implies that one
right-handed neutrino is massless and decoupled from other neu-
trinos. In Ref. [17] it was argued that an approximate FL symmetry
in the right-handed neutrino sector implies that one right-handed
neutrino can be very light comparing with other right-handed neu-
trinos. Therefore a seesaw model accessed with the FL symmetry
may provide a natural way to obtain a light sterile neutrino. In this
work, we carry out a detailed analysis to show how to realize an
eV scale sterile neutrino in this scenario and discuss possible in-
teresting consequences.
To start with, let us brieﬂy review how a FL symmetry can
lead to a massless sterile neutrino. A theory is said to have a FL
symmetry when the Lagrangian of this theory is invariant under a
transformation on a fermionic ﬁeld of the form q → q+  [18–20],
where  is a space–time independent element of the Grassmann
algebra, anti-commuting with the fermionic ﬁeld operators q. Im-
position of a FL symmetry for the SM particles which actively
participate in electroweak interactions may be too restrictive for
the theory to survive known experimental constraints. For right-
handed neutrinos they may allow such a possibility. One can have
the FL symmetry along a particular direction in right-handed ﬂa-
vor space, q = ξ1νR1 + ξ2νR2 + ξ3νR3 and require the theory to be
invariant under q → q +  transformation. By making an appropri-
ate transformation in ﬂavour space, relabelling νR1 to be q, and
the other orthogonal states to be νR2,3, the invariance of the La-
grangian in Eq. (1) under a global FL transformation becomes the
invariance of the Lagrangian under
νR1 → νR1 + . (3)
It is easy to check that the kinetic term Lk = ν¯Rγμ(i∂μνR) is
invariant under a transformation deﬁned in Eq. (3) up to a total
derivative. The invariance of the Yukawa coupling term under the
transformation equation (3) gives
Y =
⎛
⎝0 Y˜e2 Y˜e30 Y˜μ2 Y˜μ3
0 Y˜τ2 Y˜τ3
⎞
⎠ . (4)
The invariance of the Majorana mass term under the transfor-
mation equation (3) gives
M =
(0 0 0
0 M˜22 M˜23
0 M˜23 M˜33
)
. (5)
Note that the Majorana mass matrix is forced to be a rank two
matrix. νR1 is massless. The non-zero eigenvalues of M are heavy
to facilitate the seesaw mechanism.One can integrate out two heavy neutrinos νR2,R3 and get a
mass matrix for (νe, νμ,ντ , νcR1):
mν =
(
m˜ν 03×1
01×3 0
)
, (6)
where m˜ν is a 3× 3 matrix:
m˜ν = −Y˜ ∗M˜−1Y˜ †v2. (7)
Y˜ and M˜ are
Y˜ =
⎛
⎝ Y˜e2 Y˜e3Y˜μ2 Y˜μ3
Y˜τ2 Y˜τ3
⎞
⎠ , (8)
M˜ =
(
M˜22 M˜23
M˜23 M˜33
)
. (9)
m˜ν is a rank two matrix which gives two non-zero neutrino
masses. One combination of active neutrinos is massless in this
model. In this scenario, masses and mixings of low energy neutri-
nos are given by seesaw mechanism with two heavy right-handed
neutrinos, a scenario called the minimal seesaw [21]. We see that
an exact FL symmetry in right-handed neutrino sector reduces the
usual seesaw model to the minimal seesaw model [16].
It is easy to see in Eq. (6) that this scenario gives a massless
right-handed neutrino which decouples from all other neutrinos.
It cannot provide a low energy sterile neutrino which mixes with
active neutrinos. Deviation from or breaking of FL symmetry in-
troduced in Eq. (3) is needed to accommodate an eV scale sterile
neutrino which mixes with active light neutrinos to solve some of
the problems mentioned earlier.
3. Low energy sterile neutrino with soft-breaking FL
In this section we discuss how soft FL symmetry breaking can
help to make a realistic model. Soft breaking of FL symmetry can
only occur in the Majorana mass sector M . With soft-breaking
terms of FL symmetry, the Majorana mass matrix can be written
as
M =
( x11 x12 x13
x12 M˜22 M˜23
x13 M˜23 M˜33
)
. (10)
Non-zero values of x1i softly break the FL symmetry. Since
these terms break the FL symmetry, they are naturally much
smaller than the eigenvalues of M˜i j according to ’t Hooft natu-
ralness condition. The actual values of x1i are not known. We will
take them as free parameters to be determined or constrained by
experimental data.
After integrating out two heavy neutrinos we get a mass matrix
for (νe, νμ,ντ , νcR1):
mν =
(
m˜ν −Y˜ ∗vM˜−1XT
−XM˜−1Y˜ †v x1
)
, (11)
where
x1 = x11 − XM˜−1XT , (12)
and X = (x12, x13). m˜ν and M˜ have been given in Eqs. (7) and (9).
In the limit that x12,13 are zero, x11 is the sterile neutrino mass
mνs which we assume to be of order eV. In this case, only active
neutrinos mix with each other and the light neutrino mass matrix
in Eq. (11) is diagonalized by
U˜ =
(
U 0
0 1
)
, (13)
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by m˜ν = U∗m˜′νU †. Here m˜′ν = diag{0,m2,m3} for normal hierarchy
(NH) of light active neutrino masses and m˜′ν = diag{m1,m2,0} for
inverted hierarchy (IH). We will work with the convention that the
Majorana phases are kept in the mass eigenvalues, and therefore,
U does not contain any Majorana phases.
In this case a general expression for Y˜ which can produce the
desired NH neutrino mass pattern can be written as follows [17]
Y˜ v = iU(m˜′ ∗ν )1/2
( 0 0
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
)(
M˜ ′ ∗
)1/2
, (14)
where θ is a complex number, and M˜ ′ = diag{M2,M3} is a diago-
nalized mass matrix for heavy neutrinos. Without loss of generality
we can diagonalize M˜ and make discussion in this base. Using (7)
and M˜ ′ one can easily check that (14) reproduces the NH neutrino
mass matrix.
For IH, m˜′ν = diag{m1,m2,0} and we have [17]
Y˜ v = iU(m˜′ ∗ν )1/2
( cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
0 0
)(
M˜ ′ ∗
)1/2
. (15)
When x12,23 become non-zero, mixing between active and the
light sterile neutrino will happen. One can approximate, in gen-
eral, the mixing matrix for small active-sterile neutrino mixing as
follows
U˜ =
(
1 R
−R† 1
)(
U 0
0 1
)
, (16)
where R is a 3 × 1 matrix representing the mixing of active neu-
trinos and sterile neutrino. The above expression is valid as long
as Rls (l = e,μ, τ ), the element of R , satisﬁes |Rls|2  1. Diagonal-
izing the fourth row and the fourth column in Eq. (11) using the
ﬁrst matrix in Eq. (16) we ﬁnd that R is solved as
R∗ ≈ − 1
x1
Y˜ ∗vM˜−1XT , (17)
and the neutrino mass matrix becomes(
mˆν = m˜ν − R∗x1R† 0
0 x1
)
, (18)
where order R†R correction to x1 has been neglected. mˆν in
Eq. (18) is further diagonalized using U in the second matrix in
Eq. (16) with U T mˆνU = diag{m1,m2,m3}. The order R†R correc-
tion to the sterile neutrino mass from active and sterile neutrino
mixing can be neglected for |Rls|2  1 and we have
ms ≈ x1 = x11 − XM˜−1XT . (19)
If x12,13 are of the order as x11, i.e. of order eV or tens eV, they
cannot provide any explanation for the anomalies mentioned ear-
lier since the mixing of the sterile neutrino with the active ones
will be very small, as can be seen in Eq. (17). To have the mix-
ing to be of order of interests, say, about 0.1, x12,13 should satisfy
Y˜ vM˜∗−1X†/x1 ≈ 0.1. With x1 of order in the eV range, elements in
X should be an order of magnitude larger than elements in Y˜ v . In
this case the contribution to sterile neutrino mass from x12,13 may
not be neglected. In order that there is no ﬁne-tuning of two terms
in Eq. (19) greater than 1% level, we get that x12,13  10
√
eV M2,3.
For this range of the magnitude of X , it’s suﬃcient to get a mix-
ing of active-sterile neutrinos of  0.1. The hierarchy for various
quantities are therefore: Y˜ v < X  M˜ .
This estimate of the order of magnitude of x12,13 may also
come from considerations of how large the soft-breaking termsshould be. Since the soft-breaking terms are all related to right-
handed neutrino mass matrix, a reasonable criteria for the size of
the soft-breaking terms is that the smallest eigenvalue should be
much smaller than two large eigen-masses already existed when
the soft-breaking terms are absent. The lightest eigenvalue, phe-
nomenologically, should be ms , the sterile neutrino mass, which
is about an eV or so to be of interests. We therefore take that as
a requirement. In the case that this requirement is satisﬁed the
lightest eigenvalue of M can be computed as
ms = det(M)/det(M˜) = x11 − XM˜−1XT , (20)
which is consistent with Eq. (19). One can see in Eq. (20) that
this requirement only limit ms to be of order eV, but still allow
x12,13 to be larger since its contribution to the mass eigenvalues
are of order XM˜−1XT . On the other hand, the order of magni-
tude of x12,13 should be restricted to much smaller than large
non-zero masses in M˜ . When these conditions are satisﬁed, the
soft-breaking scale of FL symmetry can be considered to be natu-
ral although x12,13 can be orders of magnitude different from x11.
We will work with the approximation conditions described above
and turn to discuss realizing active neutrino mixing in this sce-
nario.
Using Eq. (17), one can see in Eq. (18) that the mass matrix
giving rise to the PMNS matrix is no longer Eq. (7). It is
mˆν = m˜ν − R∗x1R† = −Y˜ ∗vM˜−1/2SM˜−1/2Y˜ †v, (21)
where
S = 1+ 1
x1
M˜−1/2XT XM˜−1/2. (22)
Since x1 is of order eV and |Rls| ∼ 0.1, the correction to m˜ν due to
mixing R can not be neglected. Although the mass matrix Eq. (21)
is more complicated than Eq. (7), it is still rank two and has one
zero eigenvalue. This can be clearly seen in Eq. (21) by noting that
Y˜ is rank two. One can also see this point in Eq. (11) by noting
that the ﬁrst to third rows are proportional to Y˜ ∗ which is rank
two and the total matrix is rank three.
Similar to Eq. (14) we can obtain an expression of Y˜ for NH
Y˜ v = iU(m˜′ ∗ν )1/2
( 0 0
cos θ sin θ
− sin θ cos θ
)(
Sˆ∗
)−1/2
Λ†
(
M˜ ′ ∗
)1/2
, (23)
where Sˆ is a diagonalized matrix and Λ is a unitary matrix which
diagonalizes matrix S:
ΛT SΛ = Sˆ. (24)
The mixing of active neutrinos with sterile neutrino R is expressed
as
R∗ ≈ i
x1
U∗
(
m˜′ν
)1/2( 0 0
(cos θ)∗ (sin θ)∗
−(sin θ)∗ (cos θ)∗
)
× Sˆ−1/2ΛT (M˜ ′)−1/2XT . (25)
For IH an expression similar to Eq. (25) can be obtained:
R∗ ≈ i
x1
U∗
(
m˜′ν
)1/2( (cos θ)∗ (sin θ)∗−(sin θ)∗ (cos θ)∗
0 0
)
× Sˆ−1/2ΛT (M˜ ′)−1/2XT . (26)
Introducing Xˆ T = 1√x1 M˜−1/2XT , S can be re-expressed as S =
1 + Xˆ T Xˆ . A simple scenario is when Xˆ is real. In this case, a Λ
diagonalizing S is
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where Xˆ1,2 are two normalized 1 × 2 real matrices and they sat-
isfy: Xˆi Xˆ Tj = δi j (i, j = 1,2) and Xˆ2 Xˆ T = 0. It is easy to check that
ΛT SΛ = diag{1+ Xˆ Xˆ T ,1},
R∗ ≈ i√
x1
U∗
(
m˜′ν
)1/2( 0 0
(cos θ)∗ (sin θ)∗
−(sin θ)∗ (cos θ)∗
)
×
(√
Xˆ Xˆ T /(1+ Xˆ Xˆ T )
0
)
(28)
for NH, and
R∗ ≈ i√
x1
U∗
(
m˜′ν
)1/2( (cos θ)∗ (sin θ)∗−(sin θ)∗ (cos θ)∗
0 0
)
×
(√
Xˆ Xˆ T /(1+ Xˆ Xˆ T )
0
)
(29)
for IH.
4. Numerical analysis
In this section, we will study some implications of the light
neutrino mass matrix discussed in the previous section resulting
from soft-breaking FL symmetry with sterile neutrino mass of or-
der eV and sterile-active neutrino mixing of order 10%. For an
illustration of our scenarios we will try to obtain the best ﬁt of
the sterile neutrino mass and mixing [6]:
ms = 1.27 eV, |U˜es|2 = 0.035, |U˜μs|2 = 0.0086, (30)
where |U˜μs| is considerably smaller than |U˜es| given by the null
result of short-baseline νμ disappearance experiment. U˜τ s is con-
strained by atmospheric and solar neutrino data [8]:
|U˜τ s|2 < 0.2(2σ). (31)
In our numerical analysis, we use the neutrino mass squared
differences and mixing of active neutrinos as the following [22]
m221 = 7.62× 10−5 eV2,
∣∣m231∣∣= 2.50× 10−3 eV2, (32)
sin2 θ12 = 0.32, sin2 θ23 = 0.60, sin2 θ13 = 0.025. (33)
Since mass squared differences and mixing angles for NH and IH
are almost the same [22] we neglect the differences for these two
mass patterns and use Eqs. (32) and (33) for both cases.
Since one of the active neutrino mass is zero in both NH and
IH cases, the neutrino mass are all known. We ﬁnd solutions for
our scenarios:
NH: m1 = 0, |m2| =
√
m221 ≈ 0.873× 10−2 eV,
|m3| ≈
√∣∣m231∣∣≈ 0.05 eV, (34)
IH: |m1| =
√∣∣m231∣∣≈ 0.05 eV,
|m2| ≈
√∣∣m231∣∣− m221 ≈ 0.05 eV, m3 = 0. (35)
The mixing matrix U is expressed using θi j as follows
U =
(
c12c13 s12c13 s13e−iδ
−s12c23−c12s23s13eiδ c12c23−s12s23s13eiδ s23c13
s12s23−c12c23s13eiδ −c12s23−s12c23s13eiδ c23c13
)
, (36)
where si j = sin θi j , ci j = cos θi j and δ is a CP violating phase.For NH we can read in Eq. (28)
R ≈ −i√
ms
√
x11 − x1
x11
⎛
⎝ Ue2(m∗2)1/2 cos θ − Ue3(m∗3)1/2 sin θUμ2(m∗2)1/2 cos θ − Uμ3(m∗3)1/2 sin θ
Uτ2(m∗2)1/2 cos θ − Uτ3(m∗3)1/2 sin θ
⎞
⎠ ,
(37)
where Xˆ Xˆ T /(1+ Xˆ Xˆ T ) = (x11 − x1)/x11 has been used. In this sce-
nario it’s diﬃcult to have larger |U˜es|2 (|Res|2) and smaller |U˜μs|2
(|Rμs|2) as shown in Eq. (30). One can see this by noting that
|m3/ms| ≈ 0.0394 and |Ue3| < |Uμ3| contrary to the associated
hierarchy of |Res| and |Rμs|. So suppression of contributions of√
m∗3/ms in |Res| and |Rμs| is needed. This can be achieved by tak-
ing | sin θ | < 1. Unfortunately we can ﬁnd that |m2/ms| ≈ 0.00685
and for |Res|2 to reach 0.035 we need | cos θ |2  1. These two re-
quirements on cos θ and sin θ are hard to reconcile even allowing
complex θ .
For IH we can read in Eq. (29)
R ≈ −i√
ms
√
x11 − x1
x11
⎛
⎝ Ue1(m∗1)1/2 cos θ − Ue2(m∗2)1/2 sin θUμ1(m∗1)1/2 cos θ − Uμ2(m∗2)1/2 sin θ
Uτ1(m∗1)1/2 cos θ − Uτ2(m∗2)1/2 sin θ
⎞
⎠ .
(38)
Since |m1/ms| ≈ |m2/ms| ≈ 0.0394 for IH, their contributions to
Rls are equally important. Suppression of Rμs can be achieved by
making two terms proportional to Uμ1 and Uμ2 in Rμs are of
opposite signs and cancel with each other while two terms pro-
portional to Ue1 and Ue2 in Res are of the same sign. This is
possible because in our convention Ue1Ue2 = cos2 θ13 sin θ12 cos θ12
and Uμ1Uμ2 ≈ − cos2 θ23 sin θ12 cos θ12 which is exactly the case
we want. An example to realize Eq. (30) is δ = π , (m∗2/m∗1)1/2 ≈ −i,
cos θ = √0.3i, sin θ = √1.3 and (x11 − x1)/x11 = 1/1.3. Using these
parameters we can ﬁnd that |U˜μs|2 ≈ 0.0087 and |U˜es|2 ≈ 0.036.
A prediction of this scenario is that |U˜τ s| is suppressed together
with |U˜μs|. Since Uτ1Uτ2 ≈ − sin2 θ23 sin θ12 cos θ12 and Uμ1Uμ2 ≈
− cos2 θ23 sin θ12 cos θ12, one can see in Eq. (38) that two terms
contributing to Rτ s will cancel with each other when two terms
contributing to Rμs cancel with each other. For parameters shown
above we have |U˜τ s|2 ≈ 0.0044.
We see in the above example that realizing |U˜es| > |U˜μs| in
our model, to be consistent with the evidences of sterile neutrino,
leads to a preference of IH than NH. In more general case, one can
ﬁnd that this preference of IH is also true. One can check that it’s
always diﬃcult to suppress the contributions proportional to Ue3
and Uμ3 in Eq. (37) while making |U˜es| and |U˜μs| of the order of
magnitude of interests. For IH there is no such a problem.
5. Conclusions
In summary we have shown that seesaw mechanism plus FL
symmetry provide a natural mechanism for having a light ster-
ile neutrino. A FL symmetry in right-handed neutrino sector re-
quires that one of the three right-handed neutrinos is massless
and decoupled from all other neutrinos. With soft-breaking of FL
symmetry in Majorana mass sector, an eV scale right-handed neu-
trino coupled to other light neutrinos can emerge and it can play
the role of eV scale sterile neutrino required for explaining ex-
periments such as LSND, MiniBooNE, reactor ﬂux anomaly and
Gallium radioactive source experiment. We solve the Yukawa cou-
pling terms for the case with soft-breaking of FL symmetry and
ﬁnd that the mass squared differences and mixing angles of active
neutrinos can be easily accommodated in this framework.
72 X.-G. He, W. Liao / Physics Letters B 728 (2014) 68–72We ﬁnd that one light neutrino has to be massless and the
mass pattern of active neutrinos is either NH or IH. Mixing of ac-
tive neutrinos with sterile neutrino can be computed using the
Yukawa couplings solved for explaining the mass squared differ-
ences and mixings of active neutrinos. Interestingly, we ﬁnd that
the evidences of sterile neutrino prefer to have IH of active neu-
trinos in our model. We ﬁnd that for NH it is diﬃcult have
|U˜es| > |U˜μs| which is preferred by the evidences of sterile neu-
trino. For IH we have shown it is not hard to accommodate this
hierarchy in our model of sterile neutrino.
We give an explicit example which gives a nice explanation
of the best ﬁt of the sterile neutrino mass and the mixing with
active neutrinos. We ﬁnd that realizing relatively large |U˜es| and
relatively small |U˜μs| in our model naturally leads to relatively
small |U˜τ s|. This interesting prediction can be tested in future at-
mospheric or solar neutrino experiments.
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